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HSA Eligibility Review
The Basics

You must be enrolled in a High Deductible Health Plan

You cannot be covered by any other Group Health Plan

Generally speaking, in order to be HSA eligible, you have to meet the

following two requirements:

In this context, a general purpose FSA is considered a Group Health

Plan. As a result, adopting relief that prolongs access to a general

purpose FSA could present issues for anyone that enrolled in an HSA

and wishes to continue tax-free contributions to that account.

   



Carryover
Impact to HSA Eligibility

Waive carryover

Move their left over funds into an HSA compatible FSA

Force Carryover funds to be placed into an HSA compatible FSA for

anyone who elects an HSA upon open enrollment

Relief allows employers to provide an unlimited carryover of funds (or

a lesser dollar amount if desired). How this interacts with HSA

eligibility has been addressed in official IRS relief guidance.  This

guidance relied on already existing Carryover design options.

In a traditional plan setting, a Carryover event from a general purpose

FSA would result in establishing a new general purpose FSA for the

next plan year  As a result, an employee that moved to an HDHP/HSA in

the new plan year would not be eligible to contribute to the HSA

unless one of the following design options are elected by their

employer:

We'll unpack each of these in the following slides.  



Carryover
Waiving Carryover Funds

If adopted, employers will need written authorization from the

employee and would need to notify their Igoe CRM (point of

contact) so that we can delete their Carryover account.

This option is not tied to relief and can be part of ongoing

Carryover plan design.

Employers can allow employees to voluntarily waive access to

Carryover funds in order to maintain their ability to contribute

to a new HSA.

  

 

 



Carryover
Moving Funds 

If adopted, employers will need to let Igoe know who elected an

HSA and needs to have funds moved into a Limited Purpose FSA

by contacting their CRM.

These options are available as part of traditional Carryover

functionality and will not time out with relief.

Employers can allow employees to either electively choose to

move their funds into an HSA compatible or they can require

that anyone who enrolls in an HSA and has Carryover funds

has those funds placed in an HSA compatible plan.

As a reminder, an HSA compatible plan is called a Limited

Purpose (or limited scope) FSA. This FSA covers dental, ortho

and vision expenses and can convert to a standard FSA once

the HDHP deductible is met.

 



 



Grace Period
Impact to HSA Eligibility

If an individual was enrolled in a general purpose FSA and had funds

available on the last day of the plan year, they are automatically covered by

the Grace Period for the duration of the Grace Period.

Why does this matter?

They are prevented from contributing to an HSA until the Grace Period

ends.  Even if they spend down their balance after the plan year ended but

during the actual Grace Period extension. This could present a significant

issue for individuals that enrolled in and HSA and are now covered under a

Grace Period for an extended amount of time.

So how do you get around that?

Under relief, employers have the same options that are traditionally

available for Carryover plan designs: waive grace period coverage, convert

coverage to an LPFSA, require coverage to convert to an LPFSA.

 



Grace Period
Waiving Coverage

If adopted, employers will need written authorization from the

employee and would need to notify their Igoe CRM (point of

contact) so that we can delete their Grace Period account.

This option is only available as part of relief and is not part of

ongoing Grace Period plan design provisions.

Employers can allow employees to voluntarily waive access to

Grace Period coverage in order to maintain their ability to

contribute to a new HSA.

  

 

 



Grace Period
Moving Funds 

If adopted, employers will need to let Igoe know who elected an

HSA and needs to have funds moved into a Limited Purpose FSA

by contacting their CRM.

These options are only available as part of relief. Once relief

expires, options to preserve HSA eligibility are more limited (see

the next slide).

Employers can allow employees to either electively choose to

move their funds into an HSA compatible FSA during the Grace

Period or they can require that anyone who enrolls in an HSA

and has access to a Grace Period has those funds placed in an

HSA compatible plan.

  
 



Grace Period
Considerations

new HSA accountholders have to wait until the first of the month

following a 2.5 month Grace Period to contribute to their HSA

All accountholders have to be covered by a Limited Purpose FSA

during a Grace Period regardless of whether or not they actually

enroll in an HSA

In a traditional setting, employers have two options:

The above traditional plan design limitations do result in a

either a delay for when HSA contributions can start or a

limitation in benefit coverage for all accountholders.

 



Mid-Year Election Changes
Health Plans 

Revoke an existing election if proof of alternative coverage is

provided

Enroll in an employer sponsored plan if waived at open enrollment

Switch from one employer sponsored plan to another employer

sponsored plan

CAUTION: Insurance carriers must also agree to allow these

changes and are not required to by law

How Does this Interact with HSA Eligibility? If an employee moves into

or out of a HDHP as a result of a mid-year election change, special

attention has to take place in relation to any existing or new FSA

election.

 



Mid-Year Election Changes
Impact to Health FSAs/HSAs if Health
Plan Election Changes are Allowed

If an individual is moving into or out of an HDHP, the will also

have the ability to change their FSA election if that option is

adopted by their employer.

Here is how it works: If an individual joins an HDHP/HSA and has a

full purpose FSA, they can stop (revoke) their election and join the

Limited Purpose FSA.  This provides them with two "buckets" in

their FSA and two "coverage periods" as it relates to expense

eligilbity.

NOTE: This will only be allowable if the employer also stipulates

that claim eligibility ceases on the date of the revocation as

opposed to covering claims for the whole plan year.

 



Putting it all Together
HSA Eligibility Roap Map

Adoption of carryover during relief and ongoing

Adoption of individual choice to waive or move carryover

funds into a Limited Purpose FSA

Adoption of a Limited Purpose FSA if this account type is not

part of your current strategy

Not allowing mid-year election changes for their Health Plan

If allowing mid-year election changes for the Health FSA,

consider one of the following approaches:

do not allow employees to revoke (stop) contributions

limit claim eligibility so that expenses are only covered if

they were incurred prior to the revocation event

To have optimum flexibility and ensure compliance with your

HDHP/HSA strategy, employers may wish to consider the

following choices:
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